Altair Global Student Contest

SCAN ME
What's in it for me?

For Teachers

Motivate your courses to enter and win

Engage with Altair and your course for a maximal teaching success

Receive worldwide acknowledgement of your students work

For Students

Learn skills with cutting edge Simulation and Optimization software

Have a chance to Win monthly prices from 100 US$ to 750 US$ and the Grand Prize of 7500 US$  

Create awareness of your work and knowledge
READ BEFORE YOU SUBMIT

Contest Rules

1. Students must optimize a design of their choice showing a marked improvement in weight while maintaining structural integrity (other alternatives - efficiency, sustainability, or some other optimized feature).
2. Students must use Inspire or another software found in Altair’s suite of tools.
3. Students may enter as an individual or part of a team. There is no limit to team size, but the prizes awarded are per submission not per person.
4. Students may enter each monthly contest once, but each submission must be unique.
5. Students/Team(s) must agree for Altair to use their models and videos in promotional materials.
6. All judging is at the discretion of Altair and all decisions made by Altair are final.
7. Review the Terms & Conditions before you submit.